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Stunning new venue for America
Visitors to Harrogate International Nursery Fair will be
treated to some of Britain’s finest culture in March with Harrogate’s stunning 100 year old Royal Hall
providing the venue for the North
American Pavilion at the show for the
first time ever.
The Royal Hall, the patron of which is
HRH Prince of Wales, was returned to
its former glory and officially reopened in 2008 after more than £10m
of restoration work. The final result is
truly stunning and the decorative
scheme is an authentic reproduction
of the original which itself was
acclaimed as one of theatre architect
Frank Matcham’s finest projects.
Show organiser, Adrian Sneyd comments: “This is the second year that ABC Kids Expo has staged a
North American Pavilion in Harrogate and last year exhibitors within it were delighted by the culture
and heritage provided by the town. We were asked about the possibility of utilising the Royal Hall for
the North American Pavilion in 2014 and are delighted to have come up trumps. The venue, which is
part of the Harrogate International Centre, is truly exceptional and visitors are highly recommended
drop in to experience some of the UK’s finest architecture – as well as some exceptional baby
products too!”
Exhibitors in the North American Pavilion include Baby K’tan LLC, foufou baby, Jazzy Toes, Mabel’s
Labels, Pacific Baby Incorporated, Pura Stainless, RoomMates Décor, Sara Kety LLC, Wean Green and
Zoli Inc.
The ABC Kids Expo team will also be on hand for anyone wanting to find out more about one of the
US’s largest baby trade shows which takes place in Las Vegas in September 2014.
Full exhibitor information can be found at www.nurseryfair.com
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